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POST SERIAL

‘Today was the day I killed my wife’
When I killed my wife, it was the first murder
that had occurred in Palo Alto in four years.
People don’t think of Palo Alto as a murder
town. It is rare in our small village, even now as it
bursts at its high-tech seams. For a while there we
averaged about one murder a year; but in recent
years, not so much.
Let’s see, there was the cabbie who killed
another cabbie. There was the young woman at Q
Cafe who had a bullet put through her head, in an
apparently random drive-by shooting. There was
the guy who ran the hookah shop on University
Avenue who, after getting home from a court-ordered anger management class, strangled his
girlfriend, and then set her on fire.
The Fitzhugh murder
And of course there was the famous Kenneth
Fitzhugh case in the Southgate neighborhood. A
mild-mannered real estate consultant murdered his
music-teacher wife because their son turned out
not to be his biological child, but the offspring of
a long-term affair his wife had many years earlier
with their good friend.
Worse yet, upon the son’s imminent graduation
from high school, Mrs. Fitzhugh had decided to
tell her son that information — that he was not his
father’s child.

So Mr. Fitzhugh, mild mannered Palo Alto
real estate consultant, slaughtered his wife in the
kitchen one morning, and pushed her body down
the stairs to make it look like a fall.

A Deadly Secret

Homicide in Palo Alto

A fictional serial by John Angell Grant

That worked for a couple of days, until the cops
sprayed the kitchen with luminol, shined UV light
on it, and watched as stains from blood spatters
showed up all over the room.

A note about this serial

Fitzhugh went through an ugly trial in Palo Alto,
was sentenced to prison, and died 11 years later,
eight and a half months after his parole on medical
compassion grounds. He had a terminal illness.

This is the first episode of a 32-part serialized novel about a fictional event set in Palo
Alto.
Last year, the Post ran a 72-part series,
“Palo Alto Odyssey,” which was well-received. While fictional, it reflected the
economic and social changes taking place in
the community. We hope to accomplish that
again with “A Deadly Secret, Homicide in
Palo Alto.”
John Angell Grant, our longtime theater
critic, wrote the “Odyssey” serial and is the
author of “A Deadly Secret.”
The style of this year’s serial is more
hard-hitting and edgy than the “Odyssey,”
so it might take a few days to get used to it.
While this is a made up story, I’m sure you
will recognize some of the characters. We’ve
changed some of the names, but not all of
them.

Kenneth Fitzhugh burned with the embarrassment of public humiliation.

basement. Fitzhugh thought he would try the same
thing.

One day he read a newspaper story about a guy
who had killed his landlady. He staged her murder
as an accidental fall down the stairs leading to a

What a fool the man was. When I killed my
wife, I vowed I would never make that kind of
silly mistake.

FREE Estate Planning Seminar

That, I vowed, was not going to happen to me.
One more local murder trial
Oh yes, then there was the Scott Peterson case,
and the Peninsula trial of that famous golfer. The
murder was committed in Modesto, but moved
to Redwood City on a defense attorney’s request;
which, unfortunately for Scott, coincided with a
slow news period, and created a perfect storm.
Scott’s trial got lots of local ink in Palo Alto.
Peterson had dumped his pregnant wife’s body
off a boat in the San Francisco Bay. Soon investigators found evidence of his philandering. (Note
to self: Be careful about the philandering part,
Marcel.)
Today Peterson sits on Death Row in San Quentin, appealing his death sentence conviction. That
will never happen to me.
Look for Part 2 tomorrow.

COME WORK WITH US!
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t"70*%probate delays and expenses!
t1305&$5 your assets from your child’s possible divorce!
t4"7& estate taxes—give your money to your family!
t13&4&37& your money for your children and charitable causes!
t$)004& the right options for your IRA and 401(k)!
Everyone needs an estate
plan, but sometimes it seems
like we’re too busy, or it’s not
something we need today…
As long as we do nothing
about it, it will always be in
the back of our mind. There
is no time like the present
to learn more about what
your options are.
Attorneys Serra Falk Goldman
and Kimberly Thomas provide
clients with the best in Estate
Planning services. The law
firm handles Wills, Trusts,
Probate, Trust Administration,
Elder Law, Special Needs
Planning and Asset Protection.
Falk, Cornell & Associates,
LLP are members of the
American Academy of Estate
Planning Attorneys.

PALO ALTO

NOW

Wednesday, Sept. 21st
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

HIRING!

(refreshments will be served)
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350 Cambridge Ave., Suite 130,
Palo Alto

Attend one of these seminars and receive a
'3&& POFNJOVUFQSJWBUFDPOTVMUBUJPO
to answer any questions about setting up a
Living Trust (up to a $500 value).
RESERVATION REQUIRED

 

SEATING IS LIMITED, call (650) 463-1550 Now!
24-HOUR SEMINAR RESERVATION LINE

www.falkandcornell.com
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Class A: $22/hr
Class B: $20/hr
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Applicants can apply in person at
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or call (650) 204-8306
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(650) 259-3100

or email resume to sheila.wiley@lsgskychefs.com

